Border disease virus (BDV) from sheep belongs together with bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) and classical swine fever virus (CSFV) in the genus Pestivirus within the family Flaviviridae (56) . Pestivirions contain a positive-strand RNA genome of approximately 12.5 kb, and viral gene expression is believed to occur via synthesis of a putative polyprotein which is co-and posttranslationally processed by both virus-and host cell-encoded proteases (5, 8, 9, 12, 28, 35, 43) . Two biotypes of pestiviruses, cytopathogenic (cp) and non-cp viruses, are distinguished by their effects on tissue culture cells (17, 25, 33, 55) . In contrast to the BVDV system, only a few cp BDV and cp CSFV strains have been described (24, 33, 55) .
While CSFV can be easily identified by several approaches, the differentiation between BVDV and BDV proved to be more difficult. Nucleotide sequencing of the E1 and E2 encoding regions of three ovine pestiviruses led to the identification of ''true'' BDV strains and BVDV-like strains (5) . Furthermore, a comparative analysis of autoprotease (N pro ) and nucleocapsid protein (C) sequences of five ovine pestiviruses established a third group of sheep-derived pestiviruses (4) . The latter comprised also isolates from cattle. Thus, four groups are present within the genus Pestivirus: BVDV, CSFV, true BDV, and the novel group. In order to take this heterogeneity into account, it has been proposed to modify the currently used nomenclature for pestiviruses and to term BVDV strains ''pestivirus type 1,'' CSFV strains ''pestivirus type 2,'' true BDV strains ''pestivirus type 3,'' and the newly identified group ''pestivirus type 4'' (4). Thus far, cp pestiviruses have been identified in the former two groups. According to comparative sequence analyses one cp pestivirus type 3 strain has been identified (4, 39) . For other cp pestiviruses from sheep, it is not known to which group they belong.
BDV represents an important ovine pathogen which is probably distributed worldwide (36) . Border disease (BD) is a condition of newborn lambs that results from intrauterine infection during the first half of gestation. Affected lambs show a hairy fleece, tremor, poor growth, and abnormalities of the central nervous system. Such lambs, termed ''hairy shakers,'' are persistently infected and play an important role in virus transmission (37, 53) . In addition, BDV infections during early pregnancy can cause fetal death and abortions (37) . In contrast, infections of immunocompetent sheep are usually inapparent or lead to mild transient clinical signs. Both the congenital disease and the persistent infections are caused by the non-cp biotype (37) ; in rare cases, however, cp BDVs were isolated from sheep (24, 55) . In addition, a mucosal diseaselike syndrome has been described for sheep; from such animals cp BDV isolates have been recovered (2, 37) . Analogously to the BVDV system, cp and non-cp BDV strains isolated from one animal are called a virus pair.
Molecular characterization of cp pestiviruses represents a particularly interesting research subject. Comparison of the genomic sequences of cp BVDV strains NADL and Osloss with the one of CSFV led to identification of insertions of cellular sequences in cp BVDV genomes (29, 30) . In addition, large duplications and deletions of viral sequences have been described for some cp BVDV isolates, while the genomes of non-cp BVDV, CSFV, and BDV strains contained neither insertions, large duplications, nor deletions (5, 12, 28, 31, 32, 35, 42, 51, 52) . In contrast to the BVDV system, cp BDV isolates have not been analyzed at the molecular level. Here we report the molecular characterization of two BDV pairs, which led to the identification of cellular sequences in the genomes of both cp viruses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and viruses. Lamb testis (LT) cells were prepared from 2-to 3-week-old animals by standard procedures. MDBK cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, Md.). LT and MDBK cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum.
The cp BDV strain Cumnock was isolated in New South Wales, Australia, in 1991 from a young lamb with typical signs of BD (26) . The virus stock of the second cell passage was used for isolation of an accompanying non-cp virus, which was cloned by limiting dilutions for three consecutive times. In order to purify the cp virus, plaque purification was also performed three times. Non-cp Moredun and cp BDV Moredun (55) were kindly provided by P. F. Nettleton (Moredun Institute). BDV Cumnock was propagated on secondary LT cells, and BDV Moredun was propagated on MDBK cells.
Oligonucleotides. The following oligonucleotides were synthesized on a Biosearch 8700 DNA synthesizer (New Brunswick Scientific) by the phosphoamidite method (3): O1BDV10, 5Ј CGGGATCCAAGGTGAGGAATGAAGT 3Ј (cod-ing primer) and O1BDV11R, 5Ј CGCGAATTCCTCCTTGGTGTGTGTA 3Ј (reverse primer). Both primers were derived from the sequence of BDV X818 (5) . Nucleotides corresponding to positions 4756 to 4772 (O1BDV10) and 5324 to 5339 (O1BDV11R) with respect to the sequence of BVDV SD-1 (12) are underlined.
RNA preparation, gel electrophoresis, and Northern (RNA) hybridization. RNA from pestivirus-infected cells was prepared by a method described previously (45) . Five micrograms of glyoxylated RNA (46) Nucleotide sequencing. The DNA obtained after RT-PCR was separated by 1.0% agarose gel electrophoresis and purified by using the Qiaex DNA purification kit (Qiagen). After denaturation by addition of 1/10 volume of 2 M NaOH (incubation at room temperature for 10 min) and neutralization with 1/10 volume of 2 M HCl, about 50 to 100 ng of DNA was incubated with the respective primer for 15 min at 37ЊC. Dideoxy sequencing (47) of double-stranded DNA templates was carried out with the T7 polymerase sequencing kit in the presence of ␣-35 S-dATP (Pharmacia). With respect to the 580-bp fragments (mentioned above) the nucleotide sequences were determined for both cp and non-cp isolates; the resulting sequences were found to be identical within each BDV pair. All sequences have been determined from both complementary strands. Computer analysis of sequence data was performed on a Digital Microvax II using the University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group software (13) .
Preparation of antiserum. For preparation of anti-cINS serum the insert of a cINS-specific cDNA clone (30) encompassing the region corresponding to the insertion identified within the genome of BVDV NADL and additional 200 nucleotides upstream and 150 nucleotides downstream of this region was subcloned into the expression vector pEX34 by standard procedures (46) . Expression and enrichment of the bacterial fusion protein were performed basically as described previously (50) . The expressed protein was further purified by preparative gel electrophoresis. After electroelution it was supplemented with Freund's adjuvant (complete for basic immunization, incomplete for booster injections) and injected subcutaneously into rabbits.
Immunoblot. Forty-eight hours after infection with the respective pestivirus isolates, MDBK and LT cells were lysed. Samples were separated by SDSpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (7 or 8% polyacrylamide) under reducing conditions (49) and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter (Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany). The filters were blocked with 2.5% nonfat dry milk-0.05% Tween in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 2 h. After being washed with PBS-0.05% Tween, the filters were incubated with anti-cINS serum or monoclonal antibody 8.12.7 diluted in PBS-0.05% Tween; monoclonal antibody 8.12.7, directed against BVDV NS3 (p80), was kindly provided by E. J. Dubovi (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.). After several washes the filters were incubated with the substrates of the ECL kit (Amersham) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Filters were exposed to Kodak XAR-5 X-ray films. The prestained molecular weight standard was obtained from Gibco BRL.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. Sequence data from this article have been deposited in EMBL and GenBank data libraries under accession nos. U43600 to U43603.
RESULTS
Characteristics of cp BDV strains. The molecular characterization of BVDV pairs consisting of non-cp and cp strains has led to the identification of different genomic rearrangements of several cp BVDV strains (31, 32, 42, 51, 52) . In contrast, molecular data concerning cp BDV isolates from sheep are thus far not available. In the present study two cp BDV strains and their non-cp counterparts were analyzed. CP and NCP BDV Moredun isolates, both derived by cloning from a pooled brain suspension of BD-affected lambs, have been previously described (1, 15) . BDV strain Cumnock was isolated during an outbreak of BD in Australia in 1991. Cytopathogenicity of the Cumnock virus was observed during the first passages on LT cells. Limiting dilution of the Cumnock virus from the second cell passage allowed isolation of an accompanying non-cp virus, termed NCP Cumnock. In order to purify the cp Cumnock virus, plaque purification was performed three consecutive times. The resulting cp virus was termed CP Cumnock. Both CP Cumnock and NCP Cumnock were apparently present in the BD-affected lamb. In the BVDV system cp and noncp BVDV isolated from one cattle with mucosal disease are called a virus pair. Analogously, the term ''virus pair'' is also used here for cp and non-cp BDVs.
It has been shown recently that three groups of sheep-derived pestiviruses can be differentiated (4, 38) . Two groups are clearly different from BVDV, while one group consists of BVDV-like strains (4). The ovine pestivirus isolate Moredun has been previously characterized as a true BDV isolate, also referred to as pestivirus type 3 (4, 39) . Analyses with monoclonal antibodies (26) as well as nucleotide sequencing (see below) showed that BDV Cumnock belongs also to the type 3 group of pestiviruses.
RNA hybridization experiments. The genomes of some cp BVDV strains contained either large duplications or deletions which resulted in viral RNAs significantly different in size from the ones of non-cp BVDV (31, 32, 52) . In order to investigate whether similar alterations are present in the genomes of cp BDV isolates, a Northern blot analysis with total RNA from BDV-infected LT cells was performed. Hybridization of RNA from cells infected with CP or NCP Cumnock (Fig. 1 ) and BDV Moredun (data not shown) with a BDV-derived cDNA probe (5) led to the identification of viral genomic RNAs with sizes of about 12.5 kb. The same size has been reported for all non-cp BVDV and non-cp BDV strains analyzed so far (5, 12, (29, 30, 51) . The insertions identified so far in the genomes of cp BVDV were always located in the region encoding nonstructural protein NS2-3. It was intended to determine whether the genomes of CP Cumnock and CP Moredun showed alterations at a similar location. As a next step toward molecular characterization of the BDV pairs we performed RT-PCR of respective parts of the genomes.
The insertions identified so far within cp BVDV genomes were located between nucleotides 5000 and 5200. Accordingly, a primer pair flanking the genomic region between nucleotides 4773 (O1BDV10) and 5323 (O1BDV11R) was used (numbers correspond to the nucleotide sequence of BVDV SD-1 [12] ). For CP Cumnock and CP Moredun RT-PCR with the abovementioned primers generated fragments of about 950 and 900 bp, respectively. In addition, fragments of about 580 bp were detected for both cp BDV isolates and were also found for both non-cp viruses. Nucleotide sequencing showed that the 580-bp fragments obtained from non-cp and cp isolates were identical within each virus pair (see below). The identification of the 580-bp fragments obtained by RT-PCR of total RNA from cells infected with either CP Cumnock or CP Moredun suggests that non-cp viruses were still present in the respective virus stocks.
For further analysis the amplified cDNA fragments were directly sequenced with the primers used for amplification. The obtained nucleotide sequence data allowed derivation of additional oligonucleotides for determination of the complete nucleotide sequences of the respective BDV-specific cDNA fragments. The deduced amino acid sequences are presented in Fig. 2 .
Identification of cellular sequences in the cp BDV genomes. Both cp BDV isolates contain insertions in the analyzed genomic region (Fig. 2) . In contrast, the non-cp BDV strains have no insertions in the corresponding part of the genome and are colinear with published pestivirus sequences. The N termini of the sequences presented in Fig. 2 correspond to amino acid (aa) 1467 of the published SD-1 sequence (12). Up to aa 65 the sequences of CP Cumnock ( Fig. 2A) and CP Moredun (Fig. 2B) are colinear with the ones of their non-cp counterparts and published sequences of pestiviruses. The following 129 aa (CP Cumnock) or 111 aa (CP Moredun) residues do not show any significant homology to the respective genomic region of the non-cp BD viruses. The parts following the insertions of both cp BDV sequences are again colinear with the corresponding sequences of the two non-cp BDV isolates. The insertions in both cp BDV genomes apparently occurred without deletion of viral sequences in the respective genomic region.
A data bank search revealed that the amino acid sequences of the insertions within the two cp BDV genomes are similar to the sequence of the insertion described for cp BVDV strain NADL (30) . For the two cp BDV isolates the insertions are located at identical genomic positions ( Fig. 2 and 3) . The insertions of CP Cumnock and CP Moredun comprise 387 and 333 nucleotides, respectively, while the one of BVDV NADL has a length of 270 nucleotides. Accordingly, the insertions of both cp BDV isolates are larger than the NADL insertion; in addition, the corresponding genomic region of the latter is included. Compared with the insertions within the genomes of CP Cumnock and CP Moredun, the NADL insertion occurred 15 nucleotides downstream (Fig. 3) .
It has been shown previously, that a cDNA probe encompassing the nucleotide sequence of the NADL insertion detected mRNA from uninfected bovine cells. A corresponding bovine mRNA was partly cloned, and the nucleotide sequence of the region corresponding to the insertion of BVDV NADL was determined; the cellular sequence was termed cINS (30) . The nucleotide sequences of cINS and the NADL insertion were almost identical (30) . For comparison of the insertions within the two cp BDV genomes with cINS, additional nucleotide sequence data from a cINS-specific cDNA clone were obtained. In order to assess the degree of homology and to demonstrate the relative positions of the insertions within CP Cumnock and CP Moredun with respect to the cellular mRNA, the corresponding amino acid sequences were aligned (Fig. 4) . Compared with the cellular sequence, the insertion of CP Cumnock contains one amino acid exchange and the insertion of CP Moredun contains four amino acid exchanges (Fig. 4) . Thus, the deduced amino acid sequences of the insertions within the genomes of the two sheep-derived cp BDV strains and cp BVDV NADL are almost identical with the respective bovine cellular sequence.
Nucleotide sequence homology within BDV pairs and comparison with other pestiviruses. With regard to individual virus pairs the nucleotide sequences of cp and non-cp BVDVs are often almost identical (31, 32, 51) . On the basis of the known heterogeneity of BVDV field isolates as well as pathogenesis of mucosal disease, it is very likely that cp BVDVs arise in the affected animal from non-cp BVDV by a recombination pro- cess. In contrast to the high homology reported for such pairs, significant lower homologies were found between the nucleotide sequences of cp and non-cp viruses of some other BVDV pairs (42) .
To determine the degree of relationship between cp and non-cp isolates of BDV pairs Cumnock and Moredun, the nucleotide sequences from the investigated part of the NS2-3 region were compared with each other and with those published for BDV X818, BVDV SD-1, and CSFV Alfort (5, 12, 28) ; the cellular insertions of the two cp BDV strains were not included. The homologies between the cp and non-cp isolates were higher than 99% within each BDV pair, namely, within pairs Cumnock and Moredun (data not shown). However, when the sequences of BDV Cumnock and Moredun were compared with each other and with the one of BDV X818, only about 90% identical nucleotides were found. A comparison with the nucleotide sequences of BVDV SD-1 and CSFV Alfort revealed homologies below 75% (data not shown). Together with the identification of cellular insertions within both cp BDV genomes, the high sequence homologies between cp and non-cp isolates of each BDV pair strongly suggest that the cp viruses have developed from the non-cp viruses by integration of cellular RNA.
Expression of NS2-3. The insertions identified in the genomes of cp BDV strains Cumnock and Moredun are both located within the NS2-3 encoding region (Fig. 3) . It has been shown previously that NS2-3 of several cp BVDV isolates and of CP Moredun is processed to yield NS2 and NS3, while these proteins were not detectable in cells infected with non-cp BVDV isolates and NCP Moredun (8, 10, 14, 15, 31, 32, 40, 41) .
In order to investigate polyprotein processing in the NS2-3 region of the investigated BDV pairs, immunoblot assays with a monoclonal antibody directed against BVDV NS3 were performed. NS3 was detectable as a strong band in cells infected with CP Cumnock and CP Moredun, while NS3 could not be identified in cells infected with the corresponding non-cp viruses (Fig. 5A) . In contrast, NS2-3 was detected after infection of cells with both cp and non-cp isolates of BDVs Cumnock and Moredun (Fig. 5A ). NS2-3 in cells infected with NCP Cumnock and NCP Moredun had an apparent molecular mass of about 120 kDa, while a protein of about 130 kDa was recognized after infection with CP Moredun (Fig. 5A ) and CP Cumnock (not visible in The demonstration of NS3 after infection with cp BDV strains strongly suggested processing of NS2-3*. In order to identify the additional cleavage product(s), immunoblots with an antiserum directed against cINS were performed. This serum, termed anti-cINS, recognized proteins of about 50 kDa in (Fig. 5B) . These proteins represent NS2, the N-terminal cleavage product of NS2-3*. In addition to NS2, the same antiserum detected 130-kDa proteins, which obviously represent NS2-3* (Fig. 5B) . The detection of NS2 and NS2-3* by the anti-cINS serum confirms that integration of the identified cellular sequences occurred for both cp BDV strains within the genomic region encoding NS2. The inserted cellular sequence is apparently expressed as part of a fusion protein, which is processed to yield NS2 and NS3.
DISCUSSION
The existence of two biotypes consisting of cp and non-cp viruses represents an interesting feature of pestiviruses. In contrast to the large number of cp BVDV strains isolated mostly in field cases of mucosal disease, only a few cp BDV and cp CSFV isolates have been described (24, 33, 55) . The molecular characterization of cp pestiviruses led to the identification of different kinds of mutations. For the genomes of cp BVDV strains, insertions of cellular sequences together with or without duplication of viral sequences as well as large duplications and rearrangements of viral sequences were identified (30-32, 42, 51) . In addition, large deletions were found for the genomes of one cp BVDV isolate and three cp CSFV isolates (33, 52) . Thus far, such investigations have not been performed with cp BDV isolates. In the present study two cp BDV isolates, namely Cumnock and Moredun were characterized. According to comparative sequence analyses both are clearly different from BVDV and belong to the group of pestivirus type 3 isolates, also referred to as true BDV (4, 5) . Limiting dilution of these two cp viruses resulted in isolation of accompanying non-cp viruses and the establishment of two BDV pairs.
Both cp BDV isolates contain insertions of cellular sequences within the NS2-3 encoding region which are absent in the genomes of the respective non-cp viruses. Apart from the inserted sequences, the nucleotide sequences of the NS2-3 region from cp and non-cp viruses were found to be almost identical within each pair. These findings strongly suggest that the two cp BDV strains have developed from the corresponding non-cp viruses by an RNA recombination process. Interestingly, the insertions in the two cp BDV genomes are very similar to each other and to the insertion in the genome of BVDV NADL. The inserted sequence in BVDV NADL was reported to exhibit a very high degree of homology with the sequence derived from a bovine mRNA (30) .
RNA recombination has been reported for several RNA viruses. In general, heterologous recombinations (for example, between viral and cellular RNAs [20, 34] ) are far less frequent than homologous reactions between two molecules of viral RNA (22, 23, 27, 48) . It has been proposed that recombination results from a template switch of the viral RNA polymerase during genome replication (21, 22) . All insertions of cellular sequences identified so far in the genomes of cp BVDV strains are present in coding orientation. It has therefore been suggested that the viral polymerase undergoes two subsequent template switches during minus-strand synthesis (31) . Since the cellular insertions in the genomes of CP Cumnock and CP Moredun are found in coding orientation, this model would also apply to BDV strains.
Integration of cellular sequences results in changes of certain pestivirus-encoded proteins. The expression of fusion proteins composed of viral and cellular sequences has been reported for cp BVDV (31) and is demonstrated in the present study for two cp BDV isolates (Fig. 5) . For BVDV, cytopathogenicity is correlated with expression of NS3, which is colinear with the carboxy-terminal part of NS2-3. While NS2-3 is expressed in both non-cp-and cp-BVDV-infected cells, NS3 is found exclusively after infection with cp BVDV (8, 10, 14, 31, 32, 40, 41) . Accordingly, NS3 is regarded as a marker protein for cp BVDV strains and is supposed to be responsible for the induction of cytopathic effect (32) . For the two BDV pairs, expression of NS3 is also restricted to cp viruses, while NS2-3 is expressed from both non-cp and cp isolates (Fig. 5) .
Interestingly, processing of NS2-3 occurs not only after infection with cp pestiviruses. Infection with one non-cp CSFV strain and two non-cp BDV strains led to the detection of NS3 (5, 54) . Thus, the mere presence of NS3 seems not to be sufficient for the induction of cytopathic effect. Even though quantitative data are missing, protein analyses indicate that the amount of NS3 is much higher in cells infected with cp CSFV or cp BDV than in those replicating non-cp CSFV or non-cp BDV. It is possible that a certain concentration of NS3 is required for induction of CPE which is not reached after infection with non-cp CSFV or non-cp BDV. Alternatively, NS3 expressed by the non-cp viruses could be structurally different from NS3 of cp isolates. All cellular insertions so far identified in pestivirus genomes have been found within the NS2-3 encoding region. With respect to the nature of the cellular recombination partner two unrelated cellular sequences have been found in the genomes of cp pestiviruses: cINS-and ubiquitin-coding sequences (29, 30, 42, 51) . For all cp pestiviruses containing ubiquitin-coding sequences the 3Ј recombination point and the 3Ј end of the insertion are conserved. In contrast, the insertions in the genomes of CP Cumnock, CP Moredun, and BVDV NADL lie about 150 nucleotides upstream of the position found for BVDV strains with ubiquitin-coding sequences. In addition, the 3Ј ends of the integrated cINS-specific sequences are not conserved (Fig. 3 and 4) . So far, the cleavage site between NS2 and NS3 is known only for cp BVDV strains containing ubiquitin-coding sequences; for these strains it was demonstrated that cellular ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolases generate the N terminus of NS3 (51) . Since the apparent molecular weight of NS3 is the same for all cp BVDV strains analyzed so far, NS2-3 of cp pestiviruses containing cINS is most likely cleaved not in the direct neighborhood of the insertion but rather at or very close to the position found for BVDV stains containing ubiquitin-coding sequences. While insertion of ubiquitin-coding sequences results in generation of an additional cleavage site precisely at the C terminus of one ubiquitin monomer, expression of NS3 from cp pestiviruses containing cINS requires a different mechanism. Integration of cINS may change the structure of NS2-3, and this could result in cleavage of NS2-3 by a cellular or viral protease. Further studies are necessary to investigate the role of cINS in processing of the pestivirus polyprotein. Knowledge about the respective cellular gene could also provide insight into the function of cINS.
For CP Cumnock and CP Moredun the presence of the respective non-cp BDV strains was demonstrated by RT-PCR and nucleotide sequencing of the NS2-3 encoding region as well as by immunoblot analyses. Thus, attempts to biologically clone the cp viruses by subsequent plaque isolations were not successful. Importantly, RT-PCR analysis with the same primer pair as that used in this study revealed that two previously analyzed cp BVDV stocks also contained non-cp pestiviruses (3a) . Evidence for the presence of non-cp virus in stocks of cp pestiviruses was also reported by others (18) . Thus far, the requirement of a helper virus for replication of cp pestiviruses has been reported only for one BVDV and three CSFV isolates, which all represent defective interfering particles (33, 52) . Further studies are required to answer the question of whether the presence of non-cp pestiviruses in the cp virus stocks derived from BDVs Cumnock and Moredun is obligatory or can be regarded as contamination.
It has been reported that sheep persistently infected with non-cp BDV may develop a fatal mucosal disease-like syndrome (2, 37) . With respect to mucosal disease of cattle it is generally accepted that a cp variant generated from the persisting non-cp BVDV causes the outbreak of fatal disease (6, 7) . The mucosal disease-like syndrome of sheep is also associated with the recovery of cp BDV; in addition, the mucosal disease-like syndrome could be reproduced by superinfection of persistently infected sheep with a cp pestivirus strain (2, 16, 37) . Accordingly, a similar pathogenesis can be suggested for the diseases in cattle and sheep (2, 16, 37) . However, both cp BDVs investigated in the present study were isolated in field cases of BD, and signs resembling mucosal disease were not reported. Thus, the significance of cp BDV for pathogenesis of disease in sheep remains unclear. Nevertheless, it is considered to be highly interesting that the genomes of two independently isolated cp BDV strains contain insertions derived from an apparently highly conserved cellular gene.
